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Abstract

GRANDMA is a global network to discover and follow-up electromagnetic (EM) counterparts of grav-
itational waves (GWs). The network comprises 25 existing telescopes in 12 countries, some of which
are robotic facilities, offering both photometric and spectroscopic capabilities. All facilities are managed
through a common database for triggering, data upload and analysis. It furthermore features a citizen
science program to involve amateur astronomer in the GW follow-up. Here we present the basic structure
and facilities of the network and present the first results from the O3 run of LIGO.
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1. Introduction and motivation
The first discovery of the first EM counterpart to a GW
and a short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) from the coales-
cence of a binary neutron star (BNS) in August 2017
(Abbott et al. 2017a; Abbott et al. 2017b; Coulter et al.
2017) was largely done by many individual efforts. The
large amount of, often redundant, telescope time spent
on this event made it clear that coordinated networks are
needed. At the beginning of the O3 run by LIGO in April
2019, several collaborations had been established such as
GRAWITA (Brocato et al. 2018), GROWTH (Coughlin
et al. 2020) or using existing networks such as ATLAS
(Tonry et al. 2018) or MASTER (Lipunov et al. 2010).

GRANDMA is a network covering the entire range
of latitudes around the globe including existing facili-
ties. The network has several advantages compared to
other GW follow-up networks: It can not only detect but
also follow-up candidate counterparts and obtain spec-
troscopy of them without the need for further collabora-
tions. It has a fast reaction time of ∼ 30 min on average
during O3 and has next to unlimited time available.

2. The structure of GRANDMA
The concept of GRANDMA, founded in April 2018, is
based on using existing facilities of smaller telescopes (up
to the 2m-class) not currently involved in transient re-
search. Many of these facilities are located in countries
with limited funding and not involved in forefront sci-
ence. By integrating them into the GRANDMA network
they have the possibility to take part in cutting edge sci-

ence while at the same time such involvement might open
them new opportunities to update their observing facili-
ties. GRANDMA also decidedly wants to involve young
researchers to train them in observation and data reduc-
tion. These traditional facilities are then combined with
further robotic telescopes: The three TAROT 0.18-0.3m
telescopes and the 0.3m FRAM telescopes. TAROT has
been built to follow-up GRBs, distributed in three sites
(La Silla/Chile, La Reunion and Calern/France, Klotz et
al. 2008). FRAM, located on the ORM in La Palma and
the Pierre Auger telescope in Argentina is designed to
follow-up targets detected by CTA (Janecek et al. 2019).

The total consortium consists of 65 scientists in 22 in-
stitutes distributed over 11 countries. At any given time,
the network covers at least 40 % of the sky. The observa-
tories participating in the GRANDMA collaboration are
the following: TAROT (3 telescopes), the Virgin Island
telescope (0.5m), Zadko observatory (1m), Xinglong and
Lijang observatories in China (2.1/2.4m), the Maidanak
observatory in Usbekistan (0.6m), Abastumani Observa-
tory in Georgia (0.48 and 0.7m), Shamakhy Observatory
in Azerbaijan (0.6m), Linyksy/AZT-8 at Kyiv Observa-
tory (0.7m) and the Observatoire de Haute Provence (0.5
and 1.2m), all of which are proprietary. Furthermore, the
collaboration has obtained competitive observing time
at CFHT for VIS and IR imaging, the Observatorio de
Javalambre in Teruel/Spain for wide-field tiling obser-
vations, the Observatorio de Sierra Nevada for imaging,
the 2.2m telescope at Calar Alto for imaging and spec-
troscopy and the 10.4m GTC for deep follow-up. De-



Fig. 1. World map with the existing GRANDMA observatories, indicating the facilities for tiling, galaxy follow-up and spectroscopy of possible

counterparts

tails of the facilities and their specific capabilities can be
found in (Antier et al. 2020), see also Fig. 1.

GRANDMA also hosts a citizen science project on
which more than 40 amateur astronomer participate us-
ing telescopes between 15 and 30 cm diameter. Observa-
tions were obtained for S190814bw and S190901ap, the
results for S190901ap were published in a GCN (Ducoin
et al. 2019). The citizen science webpage can be found
under https:grandma-kilonovacatcher.lal.in2p3.fr.

3. Observing strategy
Our observing strategy is based on two approaches: 1)
Covering the error box of the GW detection and 2) tar-
get possible host galaxies within the distance given by
the GW detection to search for counterparts. Method
1 requires wide-field facilities with a field-of-view (FOV)
of several deg2 to obtain coverage within a few hours
while method 2 can be done with narrow-field instru-
ments with a FOV of a few arcminutes. The distribution
of the tiling observations are done by weighing the error
region with the probability of detecting a galaxies in that
tile. Two approaches are used for optimization: an itera-
tive algorithm schedules telescope by telescope to have a
minimum overlap of different tiles based on the gwemopt
code (Coughlin et al. 2018), the overlapping algorithm
allows the field to be covered by several telescopes sep-
arately in time for better detection and a dense light
curve (Coughlin et al. 2020). For galaxy observations,
the galaxies are ranked by probability according to the
3D distribution and the B-band magnitude.

The common scheduler (see Section below) receives
alerts from LIGO/VIRGO and the corresponding sky er-

ror map. This then serves to make the observing plans
for the different facilities and submit them to the ob-
servatories. Once observations are done and the images
reduced, the data are uploaded to the database, which
also updates the observing plan. Candidates from these
observations are reported and joined with those reported
by external facilities (e.g. via GCNs). This might then
trigger follow-up observations either in imaging or spec-
troscopy. Observations are reported in GCNs authored
by the core team and the actual observers.
To ensure rapid follow-up and coordination of the dif-

ferent observatories, GRANDMA has established weekly
shifts running from Friday midnight to Friday midnight
(UT) with 6h shifts covered by two shifters each. Al-
though scheduling and triggering is done automatic, the
shifters ensure that the process is running smoothly and,
in case of an interesting event, alert the corresponding
telescopes for follow-up and characterization.

4. Database and tools
The core of the GRANDMA network is the common in-
terface for all observatories, called ICARE (Interface and
Communication for Addicts of the Rapid follow-up in the
multi-messenger Era). ICARE (see Fig. 3) handles the
entire process from receiving alerts to producing the fi-
nal GCN. ICARE also has a web-based interface for the
shifter to monitor the process and results.
ICARE has a ToO manager to receive and ingest tran-

sient alerts (GWs or other objects). It then creates and
sends the observing plans to different facilities either for
tiling or galaxy targeting. Communication with the tele-
scopes is done according to the VOEvent protocol. Once



Fig. 2. Scheme of the observing strategy for GRANDMA (adapted

from Coughlin et al. 2020)

the observations are done, the telescope (either automat-
ically for robotic facilities or manual for other observa-
tories) reports the observations back to the system and
uploads the data. This then allows to update the ob-
serving plan for other facilities.

The process can be monitored via a web interface pro-
grammed in PHP7, html5/css and jQuery, by the shifter.
It displays the GW alert information, the error box, the
tiles observed and possible candidates reported. Exter-
nal candidates e.g. from GCNs can also be manually
added to the database and ranked for possible follow-up
by spectroscopic facilities. The web interface also pro-
vides a template for reporting observations in a GCN.
The collaboration is currently working on implementing
a common transient detection pipeline for faster identi-
fication (D. Corre et al. in prep.).

5. First results from O3
Until the end of February 2020, GRANDMA has followed
up 47 out of 50 GW alerts (>90%) including all BNS and
NS-BH candidates. Unfortunately, no counterpart has
been discovered yet during O3, neither by GRANDMA
nor by any other collaboration or telescope.

The largest follow-up effort, both from GRANDMA
and other networks have been done for GW190425z,
a BNS merger at 156±41Mpc (LIGO Virgo collabora-
tion 2019). Since the LIGO Hanford interferometer was

Fig. 3. Scheme of the ICARE system for common scheduling and

data collection (from S. Antier et al. in prep.).

offline, the error region comprised 7500 deg2 of which
GRANDMA observed 135 deg2 (Blazek et al. 2019; Gen-
dre et al. 2019; Howell et al. 2019), for a sky map see
(Antier et al. 2020). GRANDMA observatories did not
find a new transient down to limits of R=16–19.2 mag.
Several candidates were reported by other collaborations
but all were unrelated to the event. Taking the R=19.2
mag limit observed by AZT-8/Lisnyky of Hyper-LEDA
1109773, a galaxy in the error region, this puts a limit
of <0.5 M⊙ on the ejecta mass of a possible kilonova, a
factor of 10 higher than the ejecta mass found for GW
170817. Failing to detect a GW counterpart in O3 so
far makes it clear that GW 170817 was likely a very for-
tunate coincidence and that only smaller error regions
involving more GW detectors together with further and
deeper wide-field facilities and rapid transient detection
might be able to advance the field.
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